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Good & Bad for neutrino-related signatures

😀 It is in the “leptonic sector”: 
• Nice collider signals; 
• Clean, low SM backgrounds.

☹ It is in the “leptonic sector”: 
• Signals typically weak;
• Unknown couplings/BRs;
• Unknown mass scale. 
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Search for N, T± & T0

Consider pp̄ (pp) → µ±µ±W∓ → µ±µ±jj.

A very clean channel:

• like-sign di-muons plus two jets;

• no missing energies;

• m(jj) = MW, m(jjµ) = mN . 24

(4). Many complementary channels:

Deppisch, Dev, Pilaftsis (2015); Datta, Guchait, Pilaftsis (1994); 
del Aguila, Aguilar-Saavedra, Pittau (2007) 

Figure 12: Branching fraction versus heavy neutrino mass m4 for decay modes M+
1 → ℓ+1 ℓ

+
2 M−
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not yet constrained by direct experimental searches. The regions below the curve are theoretically
allowed.
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Figure 13: (a) Left: Feynman diagram for like-sign dilepton signature via WW fusion in hadronic
collisions; (b) right: the exchanged coherent diagram which is same as heavy neutrino production
and decay.

We discuss the signatures for a heavy Majorana neutrino and the sensitivity to probe the
parameters m4 and Vℓ4 at the Tevatron and the LHC.

As for the production of a heavy Majorana neutrino at hadron colliders, the represen-
tative diagrams at the parton level are depicted in Fig. 13, with the exchange of final state
leptons implied. The first diagram is via WW fusion with a t-channel heavy neutrino N4

exchange, directly analogous to the process of 0νββ. The second diagram is via s-channel
N4 production and subsequent decay. Although in our full calculations, we have coher-
ently counted for all the contributing diagrams of like-sign dilepton production including
possible identical particle crossing, it is informative to separately discuss these two classes
of diagrams due to their characteristically different kinematics.

The scattering amplitude for the process in Fig. 13(a) is proportional to Vℓ14Vℓ24 and
the cross section can be expressed as

σ
!

pp → W±W± → ℓ±1 ℓ
±
2 X
"

= (2 − δℓ1ℓ2) |Vℓ14Vℓ24|2 σ0(WW ), (4.1)

where σ0(WW ) is the “bare cross section”, independent of the mixing parameters. We
show the bare cross section at the LHC energy of 14 TeV versus the heavy neutrino mass
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Prompt decays: N, T à l± W∓, 𝞶 Z, 𝞶 h

W’
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Long-Lived Searches
• What do the X decay to NN look like? (resolved only for now)
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ATLAS displaced lepton + tracks (1504.05162)  
ATLAS displaced jets (1504.03634)  

CMS displaced jets (1411.6530)  
CMS “displaced SUSY”

ATLAS displaced dilepton (1504.05162)  
CMS displaced dilepton (1411.6977)  
CMS “displaced SUSY” (1409.4789)

ATLAS displaced dilepton  
CMS displaced dilepton  
CMS “displaced SUSY”

ATLAS displaced jets  
CMS displaced jets
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Overall Prospects Picture 
P. Mermod
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Type II Seesaw: H±± & H±φ±± in Type II Seesaw at the LHC

H++H−− production at hadron colliders: †
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γγ → H++H−− 10% of the DY.
†Revisit, T.Han, B.Mukhopadhyaya, Z.Si, K.Wang, arXiv:0706.0441.

Pure electroweak gauge interactions



Charged and Double Charged Higgs  

Testing type-II seesaw, with (double)
charged Higgs signatures

See T. Han et al., arXiv:0805.3536



Charged and Double Charged Higgs  



• Direct searches for new neutrinos at the LHC 
ongoing

• Searches for heavy neutrinos / charged Higgs 
bosons by ATLAS and CMS lead to TeV level of 
mass limits

• Searches for neutrinos at masses of O(10’s GeV) 
starting. Potential to reach an interesting region in 
parameter space

• No signal for new neutrinos observed yet…

• New ideas for searches/measurements welcome

Summary


